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News Editor
Board of Regents member Laxmaiah Manchikanti
resigned from his position March 3.
He was appointed by former Gov. Ernie Fletcher to the
six-year term in August 2007. His term would have
ended in June 2013.
Sherry McClain, news bureau manager of publications
and printing, stated in an e-mail that Manchikanti's reasons for resignation dealt with professional demands and
a lack of time to serve on the board.
"He noted that he was honored to have been on the
(b)oard and expressed an interest to stay involved and
possibly serve again when his professional demands
change," McClain stated.
Alan Stout, chair of the Board of Regents, said he
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A Murray State geographer has received an honorary
appointment from the governor of Kentucky.
Gov. Steve Beshear appointed George Kipphut,
cbail' of the geosciences department, to State Geographer for the traditional one-year term.
Kipphut said the honorary appointment demancls no specific duties, but it
is an honor simply because there is
only one state geographer per year.
This title has traditionally gone to a
senior geosciences professor, from
Larger schools such as the University of
Louisville or the University of Kentucky, IGpphut said.
"'I presume this was an attempt to
George
pay attention to qualified professors at
Kipphut other schools, not Just the larger ones;"
Professor of hi! said.
Geosciences This is one of the reasons Kipphut said
he feels it is exciting to have someone
from Murray State hold the position, considering no
Murra}' State professor bas held .this position since the
1980s.
"I intend to use this publicity to help promote the
study of geography to local schools and on campus.'' be
said. "It is an honor to Murray State as much as it is for
me.''
Since Kipphut has been recently appointed, he said he
is still learning about his position, but he said he does
not receive a pay increase or any other sort of compensation for this title; it is simply for the love of geography.
Chris Lee, junior from Louisville, Ky., and one of Kipphut's ~tudents, said he knows how dedicated Kipphut is
to his job and is a great teacher because of it.
"He always makes sure his students know the material and understand it," he said. "He will go over wbatev·
er we need to go over, whether it is in the classroom or
out of it."
Lee said Kipphut is used to having to take geography
out of the classroom, so it only makes sense that he be
given a title that transcends the campus.
Lee said be has never doubted Kipphut's passion for
what be does.
"Dr. Kipphut gives his all to what he does," he said.
"He does not settle for less than perfection, which can be
seen in his work. I'm glad he is being rewarded for lt."
Lee said he is excited for Kipphut, but he also agrees
that it is an honor for Murray State as well.
"By (Kipphut) being picked, this shows that the staff in
the geosciences department is just as great as the staff
from the bigger schools in the state. This shows that
Murray can be and is on the same level as the bigger
schools academically.''
Kipphut replaces University of Kentucky's Karl B.
Raitz as State Geographer. His term will expire Jan. l,
20ll.
Contact Steele at stephanie.steele@murraystate. edu.

Casey Thornton
Staff writer
Coogle Mail (Gmail) may become, as it
has for other Kentucky universities, the
new e-mail provider for Murray State.
Linda Miller, chief information officer
of Information Systems said it is time to
change from Murray State's current obsolete e-mail service to a provider that

understood the time constraints of a
,professional career and serving as
regent.
"At times board commitments can be
much more time-consuming than oth·
ers," he said.
Stout said Manchikanti contributed
to the board through his insight, especially on health·related issues.
Manchikanti is the medical director of
Manch Uranti the Pain :Manage~ent Genter in l'aducF
ah, Ky., and Manon, Ill.
1'As chair, l appreciate his service,"
ormer Murray
State Regent Stout said.
He said Gov. Steve Beshear will
appoint a new regent to finish Manchikanti's term
through 2013.

meets the needs of students, faculty and
staff.
·
The current e-mail system is aging and
antiquated, Miller said, and the current
server has become overburdened with the
number of e-mail accounts and the volume of e-mails.
"Four thousand Murray State students
have their e-mails forwarded to another email account," Miller said at a Faculty
Senate meeting.
Students with a Murray State e~mail
have S MB of storage, which, Miller said,
is unrealistically small and largely
restricting.
She said wlth Gmail, accounts have a
capacity of 7.3 GB, a 1,400-fold increase
over the current 5 MB.
She said another problem with the system is that it cannot back up saved information, and if the server fails, one cannot
retrieve it.
"If we have a disaster that takes down
our server room. we lose whatever e-mail
was on the server," Miller said.

A link on the governor's Web site directs any prospective board member to an application to serve on the
Board of Regents. Stout said. From there, a committee
selects three applicants to recommend to the governor,
who then appoints one of the prospects.
He said the board may hold a special meeting regarding this appointment, but the board members hope to
have someone by the next meeting on May 21.
"I think service on the board can be personally reward·
ing," Stout said.
Jill Midkiff, spokesperson for Gov. Beshear's office,
said the governor received Manchlkanti's resignation
and will appoint someone to fill the vacant position as
well as other positions that will become vacant in June.
Stout's and Vicki Travis' terms will end in June.
Contact Cash at laura.cash@murraystate.edu.

Gmail maintains several backup servers
in multiple locations, she said, and a dis·
aster or hardware failure in one location
would not impact the system.
The cost to maintain a spam £iltering
service is increasing and taking more staff
time to reduce the amount ofspam, Miller
said.
Google charges nothing as part of its
Educational Edition of Google Apps for all
these benefits and solutions to the current
systems issues, Miller said.
Google will also prevent advertisements to those e-mail users. she said.
Miller said they hope to develQp their
customer base so students will open a
public Gmail account when they lose their
school e-mails.
The possibility exists that students can
continue to use their school addresses
after graduation and still have the Murray
State's Google service advantages, Miller
said.
Sarah Fuller, senior from Owensboro.
Ky., said she has her school e-mails for-

warded to her own Gmail account.
"I regularly use Gmail, and a switch to
their system would be much more convenient than Murray State's current e-mail
system," she said.
The migration from our current e-mail
system to Google as our provider should
go very smoothly, Miller said.
Miller emphasized that students will
not have to give out their passwords during the transition.
Said Miller: "The age and condition of
our e-mail system dictates that we move
off of it as soon as possible; we must make
a change, and the only option is what we .
change to."

Contact Thornton at casey. thorn·
ton@murraystate.edu.
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ellraisers. Deviants. Rascals. Partiers. Reckless. Scandalous. Lazy. Self-centered.
College students are called a lot
of things, and Murray State stu- J.
dents are probably no exception.
But now a group of Youth & Nonprofit Leadership students have
rubbed out some of those widespread stigmas with a new term:
Givers.
March 4, the YNL program,
along with visiting professor Bob
Long and his wife Patricia,
unveiled three new community
aid programs designed to benefit
Murray organizations and other
students alike. '
Even better: The students conducted a peer-review and chose
the grant recipients themselves.
The group of grant recipients is
quite varied. The YNL program
chose regular student philanthropies such as Needline, American Red Cross, Big Brothers Big
Sisters and United Way of Murray-Calloway County. But instead
of keeping students involved with
just the s~me organiZations over
and over, it also chose the Calloway County Humane Society, 4H, Calloway County Adult and
Family Education, Purchase Area
Sexual Assault Center and Senior
Citizens Center.
From. the recipient organizations, Murray State students
broaden the scope of their community involvement: They now
are helping rescue abandoned animals, comfort and protect domestic and sexual abuse victims, provide continuing education, blood
health, and give children, youth
and older adults role models and
company.
In fact, by the end of this calendar year, the YNL program will
have given away $24,000 to the
Murray area community through
its various class projects - a far cry
from what some alumni give their
alma mater. And these kids
haven't even graduated yet.
University President Randy
Dunn summed it up best last week
when he said these philanthropic
efforts show Murray State is an
"engaged campus."
Isn't that the purpose of a quality higher education - to turn out
well-rounded,
compassionate
individuals?
The News applauds the YNL
program and all involved with the
Giving Back grants. Not only are
they benefitting the community,
they are helping reverse the longheld stigma that college kids only
know how to party and skip class.
These projects prove students
are not only making the best of
their grades, they are genuinely
interested in helping their home
away from home.
The world - not just Murray needs more administrators, teachers ~d students who take their
studies to the next level and commit to seeing their ideas fleshed
out.
When college students take an
interest in the world around them,
it doesn't just benefit their academics - it benefits lives.
And if anything, it looks a whole
lot better on a resume than egging
cars.

Campus voice

Women's history should not be filtered, de-emphasized
Tuesday began
like
any
other work
day, listening
to
WKMS
while driving
to
work. On
this partkuJane Etheridge lar morn·
Women's Center
ing, howevdirector
er, I became
sad
and
frustrated
by a discussion about whether or
not March is National Women's
History Month. The discussion preceded an informative piece about
1.100 WASPs who, 66 years after
serving as WWII fighter pilots, are
finally being honored for their contributions. Only 300 of these
women are still living. I called
WKMS to confirm March 2010 as
the 30th anniversary of Women's
History Month (yes, only 30 years
of nationally recognizing women's
history).
I grew up in a time when almost
no one in academla considered integrating women into the historical
record. My history books revealed a
biological oddity, a nation with only
founding fathers; women were
totally omitted, yet no one questioned or even recognized that fact.
My science books reinforced the
idea of a single-gender world and,

except for Emily Dickinson, l do
not recall any women writers and
poets in my literature books. While
I remember reading "The Outsiders" in high school, no one told
me that S.E. Hinton was actually
Susan Eloise Hinton.
Before I heard the words "feminism" or "women's rights," J longed
for female role models. I wanted to
identify women who had contributed to the world in meaningful
ways extending beyond wifehood
and motherhood. I needed to find
women who shared my passion for
"changing the world," who could
encourage me to take a stand
against injustice and motivate me to
set goals sometimes inconsistent
with my peers or parents' expectations. I searched for and read autobiographies and biographies of
women who helped me discover
myself as a female. The books were
limited, but l found women whose
spirit I wanted to emulate: Helen
Keller, Anne Sullivan, Anne Frank,
Joan of Arc, Florence Nightingale
and Clara Barton. If only I had
stumbled upon the writings of Mary
Wollstonecraft, Matilda Joslyn
Gage, Sojourner Truth or Susan B.
Anthony, I would have been
strengthened, gained more selfrespect and developed greater
courage and a stronger voice.
What we don't know CAN burt
us. Historian Gerda Lerner said in
"Why Herstory Matters," "A girl
without female heroes and role

models grows up believing no one
like her has ever made a difference.
She incorporates that into her selfimage."
Women ARE part of history; their
talents, energy, intellect and deter~ have transformed culture.
,his~ocy and politics and enriched
our society. From the earliest times
in American history, they've played
pivotal roles in creating, expanding
and sustaining the American spirit.
They've worked together for a more
perfect union, expanding the idea of
representative government and
democratic. principles for all generations. From the Daughters of Liberty who before the Boston Tea
Party boldly signed their names to a
letter to King George committing to
a total boycott of British goods to
Deborah Sampson, a soldier in the
Revolutionary War: from the
Grimkc sisters who spoke out
against slavery to Harriet Tubman
who risked her life as an Underground Railroad conductor; from
suffragist Carrie Chapman Catt to
sharecropper Fannie Lou Hammer,
who faced violence and endured
intlmidjition to become a leader of
the Civil Rights movement; from
environmentalist Rachel Carsons
who changed our view of the world
to physicist Cbien-Shiung Wu who
changed our way of looking at the
universe, women's history is truly
America's history. Numerous
women whose names and stories
have been written in invisible ink
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Were you pleased with the resuHs of
Sunday's Academy Awards?
"I was very happy Sandra Bullock won
Best Actress; it was about her time. It
was exciting that most of the
underdogs won."

Parge Taylor • Owensboro, Ky.
junior

"As a TV production major, I feel
'Avatar' should have won Best Film."

accomplished so much, often in the
face of hardship and discrimination.
In doing so, they have created an
expanded vision of what is possible
for all of us to achieve.
Yes, history Is filled with women
Who ti&W'liuasmnned CODIIIMIDiries
and ideas~f tfteir clay. Learning the
true stories of women's history
helps girls and women gain new
optimism about their own abilities
to affect the world and realize their
perspective is important and should
be heard at the table where decisions affecting their lives are being
made. When boys and men learn
more about women's individual
accomplishments and the female
experience over time, they grow in
their respect for them. An expanded
view of history that includes both
women and men encourages us to
see ourselves as well as our connection to the past differently.
The 22nd Celebrate Women Luncheon Wednesday continues the
work of "writing women back into
history," Hear Dr. Sonya Balter,
assistant dean of humanities and
fine arts and professor of music,
speak about "Extraordinary Women
on an Ordinary Journey" and be
entertained by some of Murray
State's most talented students and
gifted women in the community.
Help us congratulate the 2010 recipient of the Celebrate Women scholarship and also the Margaret Simmons Female Student Athlete. I
hope to see you at this celebration.
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Levingston lewis· Cadiz, Ky.
freshman

"If you win Best Director. you should
not be allowed to win Best Film. One
film should not be able to win it all;
'Avatar' should have taken Best film."

Write to usl
The News WPicomes commentaries and letters to the editor letters should be 300 words or less Contnbutors should include
phone numbers for verihcahon. Please Include hometown. class1fiutlon and title or relationship to tile Unlversliv. Commell'
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The News is prepared and edited by students and Is an official publlcallon of Murray State UnlveJ>IlV, The first copy IS free.
Additional COllieS are available for 25 cents at mWilson Han.
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Dig into campus activity
catch some television or sports stats in
between classes.
You can even take a nap on one of the
overstuffed couches in the lounges if a
nap will fit into your schedule.
Last but not least is the wellncss center.
You already know it has a pool. basketball
courts, racquetball courts, weight lifting
areas and an indoor track, but do you
know of the other things offered at the
w~llness center?
For those of you who like group activities and exercise, there are a few classes
that may interest you, from spinning and
Pilates to aerobics.
For those who want something new or
different, there is a hip hop class on Tuesdays that is fun, exciting and a great time.
The multi-purpose rooms are also great
for doing your own thing.
You can also check out the Dance-Dance
Revolution mats and play the notoriously
addictive video game if you so choose.
There is nothing like a big-screen television, video games and friends to make any
evening exciting.
This campus has a lot to offer and there
are many things out there that you can do.
You just have to look for them.
Explore your campus and do all you can
while you arc here.
This is your time to have direct involvement in not just your life. but the lives of
others.
Take advantage of your campus and have
some fun.

2010 has begun and
maybe you have
found
yourself
already falling back
into the same old
routine
as
last
semester, just as I
have.
It's time I let you
in on some unique
things this campus
Adam
has to offer. Maybe
Duckwyler
some
of these activiSophomore
ties
will
give you a
from Paducah, Ky.
new hobby or interest for this semester.
Did you know a good portion of the produce used on campus is grown at our own
Pullen Farm? You can help grow produce
at the farm and actually take part in growing the food you cat every day.
I understand produce may not be something you like to be involved in.
So instead, there are many things to take
part in at the Curris Center.
Each Tuesdays, there is a free movie
shown in the theater - did you see the
word, "free"?
It is set up by students and run by students for students.
Why pay for a movie when you can see
one here on campus for free? It's known
as Tinsletown Tuesdays.
While you're in the Curris Center, you
should check out the cool areas where
you can stop and take a seat and maybe

By the numbers
Topic: Campus forums'
eft'ectiveness

·calorie Counters, 5•7 p.m..
Monday and Wednesday, 11
a.m.-1 p.m. tuesday and Thurs·
day, Winslow Dininq HaU
•Uadersttlp Workshop Set1et
EtnOtiOnll lhtellfQeftte. 5 p.m..
Tuesday, Curris· Center Ohio
Room
•Celebrate Women t.uncheon.
12:15 p.m., March 17. Curris Center BallrQOm, $10-$12 (students
may use Tfteal plan to pay for
lun¢beon cost), registration
deadline is today, caii809-3MO

know, after a full day stuck in academic
buildings. the last thing students want to do
is park themselves in another stuffy
classroom. So campus forums have been
adopted as a new means to share
information with the University
community. But have students, faculty and
staff been responsive?
The News asked. are campus forums
effective at generating discussion, got back
less-than-positive results:

·student Senate meetJno, 5
p.m., Wednesday, Currls Center
Ohio Room

•History Research Forum:
•Feu Early Blptfst LHCIR• 4
p.rn., Thursday, Faculty Hall
roomsos
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I don't despise
dorm life. I want to
clarify that right
now. Living in a
dorm has taught me
invaluable lessons
and given me an
innumerable amount
of patience in dealing with conflict.
Jodi Keen Experts say it's a
Opinion Editor valuable part of col·
lege ;tnd I agree.
That being said, come May 8, I can't
wait to tell Housing to shove it.
No
See, I never had to share a room at
(73%*)
home. 1 never had to share a bathroom
with three other people. I was used to
having separate spaces to each, dress,
shower, sleep and entertain myself and
others. I don't want to make it seem like I
Yes
grew up over-privileged. but I was lucky
(27%)•
enough to have plenty of space.
College was a rude awakening in many
ways. First of all. all those separate
• All n:sultl • ofnootJ 7lr~y;
hom tbeltc:wuJrJ.
spaces I just mentioned were mashed
together to form a quasi-living space. Mix
in • and you've got one annoying cocktail
1
-I mean, juice spritzer. (No alcohol in the
dorms!)
I've gotten used to having a private
Cbeen to - Herbert
(and real) kitchen only four months out
and Zelinyra Fisher
of the year. I've learned to buy things in
for
reaching an
semester-long quantities. I've essentially
almost unimaginable
lived out of a suitcase for 46 of the last 56
their
85th
goal:
months of my life.
For my ideal dorm room. I don't enviIIIDivenary.
sion something with separate spaces for
TetltS to- Bertie and
every little thing in my daily routine. That
Jessie Wood, Who
just isn't feasible. 1 know some things
were both 97 when
must be combined, and that's okay. But if
they gave their 36we could add just a teensy bit more space
year marriage the
between them, that would be terrific. A
few ideas:
heaft..ho ln 2008.
• The living room: Wouldn't it be nice if
your dorm room actually had a living
...
room? l'd like that, too.
-Conan
•
o•Brien
I hate try,ing to entertain someone in
my
bedroom/kitchen/living room/dining
uamg
room/walk-in closet when there's no
•
hll milplace to sit. lf anything, why not have a
~ fortune (and a TwitJ"'"HV ter account) to bene- greeting place and a spot for coats and
rainboots (since we use them so much}?
fit one unsuspecting Tw~ter.
Less mess "' less stress!
• The dining area: It would be wonderful
if, instead of spilling our Ramen noodles
Je«s
to
Oscars' ~
memoriam for omitall over our beds and couches while
dlls lea .Arthur and
attempting to balance both a bowl and the
honoring ... Michael
TV remote, we had actually tables. That's
Jackson?
really all I want. They wouldn't have to be
anything fancy, but just big enough for
Claeers to - MSN for
four grown adults to fit ·around. This
giving us one more ' would encourage more fellowship (a goal
reason to negl~ our . of residential colleges) and also healthier
homework: Free ' eating habits: Studies show people who
eat sitting down with food on an actual
ODIIDejtpaW~
plate tend to avoid overeating.
• The kitchen: Of all the things that come
Mllltfple ~·· to
with living off-campus, this is what I want
- the FDA approving
•
most of all. After cooking for myself (or,
Botox to treat spurns.
at least, trying to) for a summer in
Now even your aches
Europe, I can't get enough of trying out
ambe~~&~!
•
new recipes. My ideal dorm would resemble my mother's kitchen - fully stocked
with everything I need, including plenty
of •cooking" sherry.
• The bedroom: A thorn in my side each
year was the rooms in Regents College
have bookshelves and overhead lights
stuck on the walls in very inconvenient
places. It was impossible to push bunk
beds up against the wall because l} it left
an open space under the bookshelf where
the person on the bottom bunk could roll
over and then roll off the bed, and 2} it
leaves a tiny sliver of a walkway to the
bathroom. Negotiating your way through
that space during the day isn't any fun,
but trying to squeeze through it in pitch
darkness when you're half asleep is just
plain dangerous.
Nothing would give me greater pleasure than ripping my bookshelves out of
my dorm room walls. They're drilled in,
and I'm not exactly toting a power drill
around. The ideal dorm room wouldn't
have anything drilled into the walls. No
bookshelves, no overhead lights, not a
thing. This would free up wall space for
hanging photos or posters and positioning
furniture.
• The bathroom: Save goodbye to shower
schedules and cramming four people's
shower accessories into one tiny shelf.
No, in my ideal dorm. it's one bathroom
per person. It doesn't have to be huge, just
enough to get everything done. And
magic fairies would be on the cleaning
rotation. Not really, but in a perfect
world, that would totally happen.

.

Abortion rant old,
outdated
(In response to the commentary
"Archbishop's speech omits one
key group: unborn babies" in the
Feb. 26 issue of The News)

Good griefl How in the world
are college' students STILL going
on about an issue that was settled
40 years ago? Get over it already!
Kate Kohl,
posted on thenews.org
March6

The ideal dorm room,
take one

LectUres? As if.

People offering informational activities

letters • letters • letters • letters
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EVENT S
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Is n.;et WOOdS
comeback soon?

At.tississippi hkJtl school
canceled ,...,.. .,. ont

student's sa.... daft
Photo courtesy of noolmusic.com

'Boy Meet s World'
rocks reader's world
(In response to the column
"Channel Surfing" about the show
"Boy Meets World" in the March 5
issue ofThc News)

Love Boy Meets Worldl This
article made my day. :}
Asia Burnett,
posted on thencws.org
MarchS

Run amuk

by Trevin Holder
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Check itl The News online opinion selection:
• Thenews.oro: The News attacks! Videos, links, previews and sports updates - what more could you ask for?

• Web exdusivlll Wondering how to leave online comments? OUr online editor Eli breaks down our commentino policy in a new video.

• The Newt facebook opinion forum: Rush Limbaugh said he'd leave the U.S. if the health care bill is passed? Do you think he'll honor his word If it does?

QJJote oftbe week: "You sec things and
you S3y. 'Why?' But I dream things that
never were and I say, 'Why not?'"
- George Bernard Shaw
Songoftbe week; "Dreamworld"
- Rilo Kiley
Contact
Keen
murraystate.edu.

at

jodi.keen@

The News
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Obama backs education changes
Associated Press
SEAITLE - Math and English instruction in
the United States moved a step closer to uniform- and more rigorous- standards Wednesday as a draft of new national guidelines were
released.
Supporters of the project led by the National
Governors Association and the Council of
Chief State School Officers hope the lists of
objectives kids should learn at each grade level
will replace a patchwork of systems across the
· country.
The effort is expected to lead to standardization of textbooks and testing simplify learning
for students who move from state to state.
The federal government recently opened bidding for $350 million to work on new national
tests students would receive in states adopting
the national standards.
People involved in the effort, endorsed by 48
states, two territories and the District of
Columbia, said the new standards will raise
expectations of student achievement in some
states to match those of top-performing states
and countries.
Unlike most efforts to revise standards at a
state level, this document was not built on consensus, said Chris Minnich, director of standards and assessment for the Cuuncil of Chief
State School Officers.
"We really used evidence in an unprecedented fashion." Minnich said Monday.
In contrast, states that have engaged in consensus-building have not made the tough decisions about what should be in the standards and

what should not, Minnich said.
Some have criticized the process, saying
adoption of the new standards will not be voluntary.
"First they tried to tie it tn Race to the Top
money ... now they're trying to tie it to Title I
funds," Robert Scott, Texas' commissioner of
education, said.
President Ban1ck Obama told the nation's
governors last month that he wants to make
Title I dollars for public schools contingent on
adoption of college- and career-ready reading
and math standards, but the president said the
states would not be required to adopt the coalition's standards.
Texas and Alaska arc the only states not participating in the national standards effort and
Texas also opted out of the federal lbce to the
Top competition for $4.35 billion for education
reform.
"Texas has ·Chosen to preserve its sovereign
authority to determine what is appropriate for
Texas children to learn in its public schools,"
Scott wrote in a letter to U.S. Sen. John Cornyn,
R-Texas. "It is clear that the first step toward
nationalization of our schools has been put into
place."
The public is invited to comment on the proposed new national standards until April 2, and
the developers hope to publish final education
.goal;; for K·12 math and English in May.
A glance at the math standards reveals the
changes arc not dramatic: Kids would still learn
to count in kindergarten, not multiply and
· divide.
Minnich said the main improvement is clari-

Across
campus
alleviates

Group

eoafuslon

The Women's Center would lik~ to clear up
some co•ion abOut wbo sp>nsored the "Survivors of Rape aDd Abortion" event that took

place March l iA Wrather Auditorium.
The MumiY State Studeats {Of Ufe SpoD$0red
the event, not the WOGMD's Center. Contact
group p~ident Mepn Rhodes for more infor-

mati<m about tbe

ev~t·s d~sions at

megan.rhode$@murraystate.edu.

Finalists wiD atteDd fbrums
Three cancUciares have been chosen as fmalists for the position of Provost and V'tce Presid~ofA~cAff~

The cuadldates. David Glanman, Diane
Boothe and Gulyou Huaa& wtll eacb attend
interview~ and ~ forume Jo ~ with stu-

~ntsand~~

The forum for eandidaces to meet wltb facul·
ty will be 12:45 ·b4Spm Monday and Wednesday In the Cunis Center Barkley Room.
An opc!n fonun for tbe eatire campu$ will be
from 3- 4:30p.m. Monday and Wednesday in
Freed Curd Auditorium.

Belly-daudng dasses held
Photo

uy Associated Prl'S\

Lori Peck, flrst·orade teacher at Grace L Patterson
Elementary School In Vallejo, Calif., teaches student
Victoria Bemade.

The Women's Center is sponsorins weekly
belly-dancing classes taupe by Margarita Hyde.
1'be class is 6:30 - 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Old Fine Arts second lloor dance studio.$$ cost.

Corredioa

ne

In the March 5 editioa.
Nt!WS reported
the incorrect e-mail ~ for Omkron Delta
ty and focus. In that, they follow the trend Kappa lead~ boD,ars aodety. Tbe correct
already set by recent state standards revisions. e-mail address is MSUODK@Bmail.com.

History forum quenches thirst for knowledge of the past
Stephanie Steele
Staff writer
In college, Thursdays are traditionally "thirsty," but for graduate
students in the history department,
Thursdays are more about thirsting
for knowledge.
At 7 p.m. every Thusday in the
Cumberland Room, graduate students and faculty members present
their research in 'a research history
forum.
Hill Mulligan, professor of history,
said most of the presenters are {;raduate students because it gives them a
chance to present their own research
und get feedback from others jn the
depltrtmenL
"(The forums) help to make the

presenters aware of what their interests are in the setting of a professional forum," he said. "It helps to
get feedback so they can better their
research."
These forums are important in the
development of professionals. In
Murray State's long tradition of professional training of the history
department, a forum helps graduate
students develop as researchers,
Mulligan said.
He also said these forums provide
a chance fut an individual's research
to introduce a new lesson of history
not usually taught in school.
The presenters arc allowed to dis-

cuss w~tever"'U\ey 'plca~e a~. iQng as

they have done research. Mulligan
said.

Allison Crowe, graduate student
and presenter, said new topics is one
of the reasons she enjoys the forums.
"These forums expose us to
research and topics that are different
from personal fields of interest or
what is being taught a particular
semester," she said.
Crowe also a~reed feedback after
a rese:m:h forum is necessary to
expand one's km1wleJge of history.
"We gl'l feedback from a larger
pool of professors on our research,"
she said. "With it being an open
forum, other departments have given
lectures as well as participated in the
audience to provide a different interpretation dt history.''
'
'
Crowe said though the forum was
her first time to give a conference-

style presentation. it was extremely
helpful for her thesis research
because she was critiqued on her
presentation and given Ideas on how
to expand her topic.
"As a student presenter, the forum
at first can be a little intimidating
since you are looking at an audience
of the history department faculty
and staff, along with fellow graJ students and undergrads," she said. "But
once you realize they arc only there
to help you and you are discussing
something you are passionate about,
it is enjoyable."
Crowe's forum topic was "British
Women Refonners of the 19th Century," a topic from a portion of her
thesis.
She said she chose the topic

because she felt comfortable discussing it and welcomed advice on
the subject.
"History is my passion for many
reasons," she said. "Understanding
the past allows for better understanding of the present, how societies got to where they are. More
than anything I find it interesting
through the study of history that
thousands of years have nut changed
peoples' basic emotions, needs and
desires."
The turn out usually ranges from
25- 35 people. Mulligan said, but .she
encourages anyone interested to
attend and particwate in the discus1
sion.
Contact Stccfe ;u stcphanie.steele
@murraystate.cdu.

fyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759-2500
- Laser vision surgcry consultations
· Budget & designer eyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• AU types of contucts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
lor your eye exam.

DR KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPTOMETRIST
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Men's Basketball Edition
Each week. The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To
submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at
elizabetha.johnson®murraystate.edu.

~I
/
Junior guard lsacc Miles was named to the AII·OVC First
Team and tallied nine points in the championship game.

Junior guard B.J. Jenkins. a transfer from Liberty, was
named to the AII·OVC Newcomer and AII·OVC First teams.

Photos hy Ri' ky M.1rtinn he Nl•ws

Freshman guard Isaiah Canaan was named OVC Tournament MVP after a 16-point performance
In the Racers' championship win over Morehead State Saturday In Nashville, Tenn.

In his fourth season at Murray State, Head Coach Billy Kennedy led the Racers to a program-best 30·4 season, OVC regular
season and tournament champlonshlp.s and the program's14th NCAA tournament appearance.
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KID, YOU OVERSLEPT BECAUSE OF

.__ _ .

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME

Oh, man! I hate DTS!

BUT IT GIVES YOU MORE SUNLIGHT IN
THE EVENINGS. THAT'S AWESOME.

SHOUL~

WELL MAYBE YOU
MOVE TO WESTERN AUSTRALIA.
WIKIPEDIA SAYS THEY DON'T
EVEN HAVE DAYLIGHT SAVING
TIME.

n

on.1 1 a.m. - Midnight:
!iun. ·
l\loon - g p.m.
To-lio Line
i!'70-76i!-0Di!i!
Dine-In or carryout:

Daily !ipeclal•.
Hatr Price Appet:izer•.
Happy hour• i!-6 p.m.

ALoNG WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF MICROBREWS IN BOTI'LES,
WE ARE NOW SERVING MlCROBREWS ON TAP.
DART TOURNAMENTS EVERY TUES @ 8:00 P.M.

•112 PRICE APPETIZERS.
AFTER

9 P.M. MoN-WED

BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
,.....

ON DUCT
Mascot Showdown

NCAA brackets are
· their own pop-culture
entity.
• ·. Everyone from the
.. president to my grandp.'l fills out a bracket.
In 150 years when
archaeologists
look
back at how our generation functioned, the
bracket will be the
focal point of their
Staffwriter
research.
That being said. it is time for some of
the teams of March's No. I fans to get
r' somc love. Even though most of these
• schools aren't even Division I, here is the
2009-2010 First Annual Murray State
News Tournament of Mascots of Champions of March Bracket presented by Jcll-0.
• So this week's column is a simple chal• lcnge. Let's give the mascots some love.
' • Log on to thencws.org and vote for the
winner of each matchup. The results will
· be updated each week, and about the time
· the NCAA crowns their new champion,
so will we.
• · Ohio Wesleyan's Battling Bishop enters
the tournament as the No. 1 overall seed.
and faces off against Purdue Pete in the
•1irst round. Purdue Pete bardy edged out
• 'Albert E. Gator for the final spot. Enjoy.

• No. I The
Battling Bishop

No. 1Artie
the fighting
Artichoke

Oh1o Vleslevao

Scoltsdole CC

4. Purdue Pete

4. Stanford Tree

' •

Stanf01d

Purdue

Winslow Region
3. Marvin the
.. < + · • . .. Miner

3. Riptide the
Pelican

• •, ' .,.!:.t'DICJ'ad~Stmorot
~ .lolmes

Tula!lf

-

2. Cayenne
Pepper

2. Big Red.
,

-

WtsiNn J<entudl9

Loui~l~natatayette

1:The fighting
,

Okra

I. WuShock

Delta Sial~

W~rhlta Stale

-

. .... '._ _ _ __.
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Rifle bound for NC
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I Kyra
Ledbetter
Staff writer

After a season of consistent improvement, the
rifle team moves on to compete as one of eight
squads fighting for the NCAA Championship.
Opening the season with seven underclassmen
and a score of 4,556 at their first match, the Rac1 ers took strides to stabilize their scores then progressed, eventually lifting their scores to a season
high of 4.638 at the Withrow Invitational late in
the :-;eason.
At the OVC Championships, the Racers defeated long-time conference rival Jacksonville State,
earning a championship title after five years of
defeat at the hands of the Gam.ecocks.
"It's been such a huge turn-around from last
year. having such a strong team and such a young
team," senior Kasey Meyer said. "We're going to
be good for a couple of years now."
Now the better portion of the Murray State
team is looking forward to its first NCAA appearance, while the two seniors on the team reflect on
their first.
"It can get pretty stressful at times, especially
at the bigger matches like the OVCs," Meyer said.
"The NCAAs is a totally different experience
than the OVCs because who knows how many
people could show up and watch. lt's just a lot

I
I

different atmosphere. You just try to get in your
own little world and try to block everything else
out."
Head Coach Alan Lollar said dealing with the
pressure is the key to a good shO\\ing.
"When you're shooting international, you may
be shooting for Team USA or whatever, but really shooting for yourself," Lollar said. "It's not a
four-man team that your score loses for. That's a
pressure that shooters aren't used to dealing
with. At this point in the season that pressure just
keeps going up. The whole secret is to just stay in
the shot and not think about the results. If we can
do that we'll be okay."
This championship game will be unlike any
other, however, not because of the teams represented, but because of the sport itself.
"It's a little bit different from other sports
because it is a very team-oriented spurt, but also
very individual," freshman shooter Emily Q!.tiner
said. "You can't really help each other."
Joining the Racers at the NCAA Tournament
are teams from Alaska-Fairbanks, Kentucky,
Nebraska, Texas Christian, U.S. Military Academy, U.S. Naval Academy and West Virginia.
This season the Racers took on only three of
the other seven qualifying teams, defeating
Nebraska and falling to both Kentucky and Texas
Christian.

As for the other four. Alaska peaked early in
the season with a store of 4,6l3H against the Air
Force Academy, but have not tallied a score as
high sense, posting 4,670 late in january in a loss
to West Virginia.
The Navy managed its highest score of the season in late January as well, recording a total of
4.631 against the University of the Sciences, but
in February posted just a 4,619 against the John
Jay College of Criminal Justice.
The Army team has been similarly inconsis·
tent, tallying their highest score in October to
defeat North Carolina State, but scoring 11 points
lowt•r in their most recent match, with scores ns
low as 4;562 in between.
West Virginia may be the most frightening
competitor, with scores as high as 4,697 late in
the season. Most recently, WVU shot a 4,653 to
win the Gre;~t American Rifle Conference Championships on Feb. 21.
Murray State has two NCAA titles to its name;
both earned in the l.:l.te 1980s. and holds seven
individual championships.
The Racers head for thl~ championships at
Texas Christian today and Saturday, ending their
2009-10 season among the best shooters in the
country.
Contact Ledbetter
at
kyra.ledbetter@
murruystate.edu.

'Breds look to snap
seven-game skid
Chris Wade
Contributing writer
The Thoroughbreds extended
their three-game losing streak to
seven this past week.
The seven-game slide started
against South Dakota State Feb. 27
and continued on the road against
Northwestern State and at home
versus Arkansas State. The 'Breds
lost all three to the Demons and
one to the Red Wolves.
In game one of the series the
'BredS had five hits to the Demons'
14 in the 11-0 loss. Senior designated hitter Wes Cunningham and
senior catcher Jason Laws led the
'Way with two hits c1th.
The second game started off
strong with two runs in the first
three innings. Sophomore infielder
Jonathan Craycraft lined a sacrifice
fly to center field to score Laws
from third base in the second
inning. Junior outfielder Elliot Frey
would hit his first home run of the
season in the third.
The Demons won 3-2 with their
final run coming in the seventh
inning.
The third game showed the
fatigue of the 'Brcds as they took a
13-3 loss, with the only hits coming
from senior infielder Cory Hodskins, junior left-fielder Zach Noonan and Cunningham.
Noonan, who leads the team in
runs scored and on-base percent-

age, shed some light on the weekend's struggles.
"It was all three aspects of our
game: fielding, pitching and hitting
that weren't working the way we
wanted," Noonan said. "We went
into the game with too much confi·
dence and thinking that we would
cruise through Northwestern State.
We thought that Arkansas State
would be a little tougher of an
opponent, but we still didn't come
to pl.:l.y."
Noonan said his optimism will
hopefully have a positive effect on
his teammates.
''We will start getting the clutch
hits that we need," Noonan said.
"Coach (McDonald) will get 'us
working harder to improve for the
upcoming games versus St. Louis
and when we start the OVC."
The struggles continued versus
Arkansas State Tuesday afternoon.
Senior right-hander Marc Harmon
got the start at pitcher. He allowed
five earned runs on nine hits.
Cunningham started the game
off strong with home runs in the
first and second innings.
The 'Breds had a 7·5 lead in the
second inning, but lost it and never
recovered after the third. Noonan,
Cunningham, and Laws led the
team with two hits each.
This trio has been hitHng consistently but their good fortune has
not spread to their teammates.
They finished 6-for-14 hitting.

Derek Miller/The Nf'ws

Senior Kyle Tlernen follows through on a swing against Arkansas State March 9.
while the rest of the team was
2-for-23.
This will have to improve if they
want to compete against the St.
Louis Billikcns today in the threl~
gnme series.
The- Billikcns will look to capitalize on Murray State's vulnerability.
but the 'Breds will be practicing
hard to prevent another lo.Ss at
Rengan field .
''Practice has gotten tougher this
week; it has the intensity of a g:une
situation," Noonan said. "We are
working on shorteniag our swings
and trying to make better contact

with the ball. We touk two of three
last year versus St. Louis. They
have a decent pitching staff, but we
need tu put some runs on the board
curly to beat them."
St. Louis Univerllity (7-6) is on a
three-game winning streak. The
last three wins have come from
Ohio State, Duquesne and Western
Illinois, two of which were on the
ruad.
The games arc scheduled for·
today at 2 p.m., and Saturday and
Sunday at one at Reagan Field.
Contact \Vade at christopher.
wacle@murraystate.edu.
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Rugby returns to campus with a vengeance
Greg Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor

Although football. baseball and basketball have
firmly secured their place as the top sports in
I• t
I
America's culture, a new sport is gaining a quick
• foothold on some college campuses around the
country. Sadly, rugby is not that sport.
Created in the 1820s, it has taken the better
part of two centuries for the game to gain a
2. Ace Purple
2. Sammy the
secure following on the campus of Murray State.
Evrlnsv1lle
Banana Slug
Now that it's here though, it shows no sign of
liC·Santa Cruz
leaving any time soon, and for a small group of
dedicated students, there couldn't be better
news.
The university has fielded a team for years, but
Power Play: Copy Editors for The Murray State News arc going onto the Power I the sport was canceled in 2007 following indis.Play this week, after helping me spell the cretions by team members.
After being revived last year from the remword archaeologist.
Penalty Box: Copy Editors for The Mur- nants of independent squad, the Bloodhounds,
' rtty State News arc going into the Penalty the group was adopted as the club team and curBox this week for eating all of my War- rently operates as a member of the MidSouth
Rugby Union, playing in a developmental level
heads.
· Tweet of the Week: This week Chicago with UT Martin, Belmont, and Freed Hardman.
According to the Encyclopedia Britannica,
• running back Matt Forte provides us
tn:.ight in honor of Chuck Norris' birthday. rugby, a sport that resembles a hybrid of both
chitownforte22: Chuck Norris doesn't brands of football, credits its creation to an English student named William Webb Ellis, who in
sleep....he waits!
1823 picked up the ball in the middle of soccer
Wednesday via Echofon
Contact Martin at richard.martin@ game and ran with it. In his honor, an engraved
stone on the campus commemorates the birth of
murraystate.edu.

I

•

Notre Dame

rugby, noting EUis' ''fine disregard of the rules."
The rugby field, called a pitch, is longer and
wider than its football counterpart, typically 110
yards long and 75 yards wide. With 15 players on
each team, it is played nt a fast pace, with few
stoppages and continuous possession changes,
for two 40•minute halves. Conditioning is paramount as only five substitutions arc allowed for
each team per game.
The object is to score "tries" in which the ball
is run or kicked across the goal line. A try is
worth five points followed by a conversion kick
that could net an extra two possible points.
Other ways to score include penalty kicks, in
which the ball may be kicked from the point of a
foul or anywhere on a line straight behind that
spot, or drop goals, similar to field goal, which
can be taken from anywhere at any time.
Similar to American football in many ways. the
sport has gained a reputation for its violence and
intensity. Unlike football though, rugby players
don't have the luxury of wt.·aring pads to protect
them.
Corey Grissom, captain of the Murray State
rugby team and senior from Aurora, Ky .. said he
tries to stay away frC>m arguments that compare
the games toughness to others
"I simply present the facts," Grissom said. "No
pads, no blockers. 30 players. 80 minutes, onl~
official, full contact.. .''
Among all the moments in a match the one he

said he most l<loks furward are those leading up
to that first hit.
"Rugby players arc a different breed," Grissom
said. "Most of the guys we look for don't have a
problem with pain or violence."
Some players like Ryan Harwood, sophomore
from Watertown, N.Y., art." nil too familiar with
that mentality. Harwood, the eight man, was running for a score in a match against UT Martin
when a low hit left his left knee battered, tearing
nearly every major ligament. Oddly, his ACL. one
of the most common sports injuries. was the only
one left in tact.
Despite the setback, Harwood maintains his
love for the game hasn't been impacted.
"If you play the game right. stuff like this usually
doesn't happen," Horwood said." The team is
kind of like my second frntcmity. There are guys
that I feel like I'm close to because it's such n
rough sport. You hnvc to have each other's back
out there."
Unlike other athletes on campus, who arc
rewarded scholarships and recognition for their
performance, Harwood said the simple satisfaction of playing the game is what lets him sacrifice
his body and keeps him going. While others have
nice benefits and special rewards, Harwoc.1d has
his teammates, his brothers, and at the end of the
dny, that's enough fur him.
Contact \Vadde/1 at gregory.waddel/@
rnurroystate.edu.

Classified
House for rent.
6 acres.
10 minutes from MSU.
$1,000 a month.
Need references.
206-883·6219
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Each week. The News' Elizabeth Johnson. Greo Waddell, Rielly Martin and
Kyle RoQers, a PaQiial's Pizza representative, plus a quest will face off In a
heated round of Pick 'em.

Prepping for Turkey Season
Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
last week: 6-0
Season record: 34-14

..

Ricky Martin
Greo Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor Head of Sports Operations
Last week: 4-2
Last week: 5-1
Season Record: 29-19
Season Record: 31-17

Kyle Rogers
Sports writer
Last week: 4-2
Season Record: 31-17

Nanette BlrdsoiiCJ
PaQiiai's Pizza
last week: 5·1
Season record: 31-17

Guest: Don Robertson
VPofstudent Affalrs
last week:H
Season Record: 24-24
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Information learned
from preseason scouting will help improve your chances of sue·
cess come opening day. It may be too early
to start following individual birds, but. you
can still get a leg up on the competitio.o by
spending a few days in the woods during
the coming weeks.
As you look for areas that will hold a
dense number of birds, keep in mind the
three most important features to a · Kentucky gobbler's habitat: trees, water and
open areas. Arrive before sunrise and try to
pinpoint roosting locations.
Turkeys tend to be creatures of ltabiL
They roost in the same trees, walk the same
routes and generally perform the same routine day in and day out. The only thing that
may affect their pattern is feeling threatened.
If you find their roosting trees, you . arc
' already winning the game. The best tsees
are ones that offer good branches and arc
more open to allow room for flying up and
down.
Turkeys are not the most graceful birds
in flight and often make some commotion
as they break roost in the morning.
Also look for signs such as tracks, feath ers and droppings on the ground. The sex of
a wild turkey or a flock can be determined
by the signs.
Gobblers have a large track with a middle
toe at least 4 inches in length; a hen has a
middle toe less than 3 inches long. Such
details will put you on a gobbler's trail, as
opposed to a flock of hens.
Remember when scouting an arca: \t is
best not to call to the gobblers. The turkeys
will become wary when exposed to prc:;cason calling. Though you should refrain fl·nm
using ben calls, owl hoots or crow calls ~a n
help locate roosting sites during your
evening scouting trips.
Hike or drive to high-ground regions ami
try the owl or crow calls for a response.
Gobblers are ordinarily quieter in the
evenings, yet such calls will bring out these
birds' fighting instincts, and you are likely
to hear a response.
Hunters often procrastinate doing their.
homework, but a day scouting in the wonds
can be just as fun as bunting. Although you
may not be toting a gun, you will still be get1 ting great exercise and experiencing the
outdoors. which revive the senses in prt..>paration for opening day.
I am no mathematician, but according lu
the law of averages, knowing where 1the tom
turkeys roost and where they strut will provide the best opportunities for getting a
good shot.
Outdoor columnist

SEC
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'•

Dedicated turkey
hunters know that now
is the time to scour
locations
for · tht..>
upcoming spring imnt,
which opens April 17.
As the saying goes, it's
good to have a back-up
to the back-up when it
comes to hunting these

Big 10
Big 12

~Manager discusses experience
EUzabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
When senior Mark Morris followed his
father's footsteps to attend Murray State, 'he
~ dreamed of working with the Racer basketball
team and seeing them through an ovc Champi·
onship and NCAA berth.
With the Racers' 62-51 win over Morehead
State Saturday; Morris, who is serving his fourth
year as men's basketball manager, quenched his
thirst for the title.
"I really do feel like I'm part of the basketball
team," Morris said. "I get the ring, the medal. I've
actually been wearing the medal in my apartment for days now. My friends are making fun of
me - daring me to wear it to class and stuff. I've
got the nets hung up in my room already. It was
my absolute dream to come here and win a
championship. I'm extremely lucky and blessed
to have that opportunity."
Morris said joining the program at the same
time as Head Coach Billy Kennedy has made his
experience even more rewarding.
" "I've been with him for four years and two of
1
the assistants for four years," he said. "l really
enjoy that I've had the same coach for four years
and the continuity that brings. It keeps me comfortably in my position. I know what I have to
get done."
In his years as manager, Morris has continued
• to take on more responsibilities, including doing
the team's laundry, acting as a practice dummy
and preparing recruiting packets.
"I go on every single road trip," Morris said. "I
'i wake the guys up every morning, the whole travel party. I put them all to bed and take their
' phones the night before game days."
Morris said he had to learn to balance the
duties of both basketball manager and college
· student.
·' "I know the time I bad to put into school," he
said. "'t's a ton of late nights and early mornings.
~ With studying, there's really no excuse for not
getting everything done. With basketball. they
just expect it to be done every day. Once I found
out how much time I needed to dedicate to academics, I learned how to grind it out."
With the hard work and time Morris puts into
Racer basketball, he said the relationships made
are unmatched and extend beyond the court.
"Me, Danero (Thomas) and (Georges Fotso)
came in together. and Tony was already here,"
Morris said. "Those guys I'm probably the tight. est with because it's been so long. All the guys
come over to the apartment and hang out."
Morris said the many road trips have strengthened the friendships.
"On the road, we mess with each other all the
time," he said. "Road trips we look forward to
because you don't have any other thing besides
basketball to worry about. We wrestle. I mess
with them with their laundry and all that stuff.
I'm really going to miss the guys and the rela. tionships that I've established, and I'll continue

r

!

to keep in contact with them and whatever they
do as they continue to have success in the
future."
Aside from the relationships with coaches and
players, Morris said his position bas opened
doors to other unique experiences.
"One of the coolest parts about it is that I'm
really getting education outside of classroom
with the basketball thing," Morris said. "The
halftime speeches, the pregame speeches, the
postgame speeches- it's so cool just to be inside
there. Coach Kennedy is a pretty laid-back guy,
but he also has a way of encouraging those guys
as soft-spoken as he is. He has a really unique
way of getting guys going and getting them
pumped up for the game."
Morris said in his four years, he has seen
Kennedy and the athletes grow into a championship team.
"The success we're having is just a testament
to Coach K and his recruiting ability and the
assistant coaches," he said.
The past four years have been filled with
many memories, Morris said.
"A personal (best) would probably be that
they made a Facebook group for the last borne
game against Morgan State (called) Let Mark
Morris Play. Tyler Sinclair, one of my good
friends who plays football, e-mailed Coach
Kennedy before the game and tried to convince
him to get me in the game and get me a jersey.
And then I got to the game, all my fraternity
brothers had signs for me and chanting, 'Put
Mark in.' It was funny to see. That was definitely a special moment for me just because my
friends are so crazy and they've supported me all
the way through."
Morris said this season and the OVC tournament, however, have been the highlights of his
time here.
"We knew the whole season we were the best
team in the conference," he said. "J remember
praying every day, 'Come on, please just let us
get to the championship game.' Friday, it was
nerve-wracking. We shot terrible. We always

shoot terrible in that gym.
"Saturday came along and as soon as halftime
hit and it was tied 24-24 I knew that our defense
is too good. As soon as the buzzer went off. it
was my dream. And it's crazy because you're not
putting the shots in the basket and you're not
playing the defense, but you really feel like
you're a part of the team."
As graduation approaches, Morris continues
OUTDOOR HIGHLIGHTS
to look toward the future.
Safety counes and workshops are avail"I'm trying to get a (graduate) assistant posiable: Numerous education courses will be
tion," Morris said. "Most coaches don't really
make that decision until March Madness is over. ' offered around the area. All hunters born
so it's kind of a waiting game. It's very stressful , after Jan. 1, 1975 must pass a hunter education course before hunting on any ' land
not knowing what you're going to do in two
besides land they own. unless they have a
mouths. At the same time, I think the success
valid temporary hunter education exempthat we have is really going to help me out. The
tion permit or are less than 12 years old.
assistant coaches and Coach K are definitely
In addition to hunter education courses,
going to help me out in the connections and the
boater education, bowhunting safety and
opportunities that I've made and had since I've
trapping workshops are also offered this
been a part of the Murray State basketball proweek and throughout the month. Check the
gram, which is known nationally.
Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
"A lot of people in the world of college basResources website, fw.ky.gov, for a comketball know about the Racers and bow much of
plete schedule of events and more informaa story program we are," he said. "l really think
tion.
that I'm going to get a position because I've done
FLW Bus Fishing League LBL Division
it. I think I've learned the right way from Coach
ltartl season: Perhaps the most recognized
Kennedy and a lot of people respect him and
and fished tournaments on Kentucky and
know the program he's built here in Murray. I do
Barkley Lakes are the BFL events presented
want to coach college basketball in the future."
by FLW. Around 400 anglers are expected
While he is looking to his own plans following
to compete in Saturday's first event of the
graduation, Morris said he is happy waiting to
season. This is a great turnout on a great
see the results of Selection Sunday.
flShery, but there are still a few spots ope n
"It's going be crazy," he said. "It's a week of
before registration closes tonight.
guessing - who we're going play, where we're
Registration will be held today :'It Jet-Agoing to be. I've dreamt of this for four years
Marina from 4 to 7 p.m. and will be followed
m>w and it's finally here. Sunday, we'll come up
by a mandatory tournament mee ti.ng.
on the screen on national television. I'll go wherWeigh-in will be at Kentucky Dam Marina
ever. I don't care who we play. Bring it on. We've
on Saturday at 3 p.m. This should be. an
got some talent. We got the potential to make
exciting event with lots of big bags brought
some serious noise at the NCAA tournament,
to scales by anglers as they vie for. Lhe
and I'm excited. I can't wait to see who we play.
$6,000 frrst-place prize.
I can't wait to watch."

Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
murraystate.edu.

Contact Miller
murraystate.edu.

at

steven.miller@

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
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cerClassic
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
ln.a season full of firsts, one more will come
as Alcorn State and Belmont
ma~a!the trip north to participate in the firstevet~acer Classic for softball.
"tt1~ a great opportunity for us to get some
horQe: games in," Head Coach Jay Pyron said.
"It's :~ opportunity for us to show what the
adn}ittistration has done for us in terms of the
field: 'llnd facilities that we have, and we' are
glad:ro have Belmont and Alcorn State coming
in tp play us, it should be fun."
Th_il Racers (2-9) prepared this week for the
weekend tournament, as their doubleheader
with Trevecca Nazarene- originally scheduled
for lfuesday - was postponed Jue to inclement
we~r. Murray State looks to build on its current tpomentum, coming off a 5-4 extra-inning
victory over the Colonels of Eastern Kentucky
Sunday.
"t ·thought the game against Eastern Kentuc~r:was good for us," Pyron said. "lt gave us
an opportunity to play a conference team, get a
wiq ~d give us a little confidence."
T:ti~ Racers led early, jumping out to a l-Q
lead "after the top of the first, but in the bottom
half of the inning. the Colonels plated two runs
to tiilce a 2-1 advantage into the second.
Both teams remained dormant offensively
until a Taylor Wilson single scored catcher
Kaitlyn England in the top of the fourth. bringing the game all square at two. Eastern Kentuc~ scored in the bottom of the fifth for a 3-2
lead· before junior Jenna Bradley belted a tworun ~-Home run to left-center to give the Racers
the 4-~3 lead in the top of the seventh. The scoring ~asn't over, however.
I~ lhe bottom half of the inning, the Colonels
this"~eekend,

scored again to send the game into extra
inning.c;, In the top of the eighth. junior Lauren
Buch scored after being p laced on second to
start the inning based on international
tiebreaker rules.
" I am pleased with how we competed,"
Pyron said. "It was the first game all year that
we really competed for a full game. We made
some mistakes, but we also made a lot of bigtime plays that kept us in the game. I am really
proud of how our team kept fighting throughout the game even though we were behind."
Pyron said not competing for the entire
seven innings is something that has plagued his
young team aU season.
"We need to practice better r ight now,"
Pyron said. "We are trying to put together a
seven inning game where we can compete for
the entire game. We arc good in short bursts
right now, and a lot of that is from immaturity
and inexperience. We just haven't learned how
to put it together for an entire seven."
So far this year, Kristen Broadway, 1·2 on the
season with a 5Jl ERA, has led Murray State in
the circle.
Bradley leads the team with three homers,
while Wilson holds the top spot in batting aver·
age, hitting a 350 dip.
This weekend's tournament will begin with a
noon matchup Saturday between the Racers
and Belmont Saturday, followed by a 2:30 tilt
against Alcorn State. Belmont and Alcorn State
will then face each other at 5:00 p.m.
On Sunday, Alcorn State and Belmont will
meet again at noon, followed by a 2:30 p.m.
start time between the Racers and Alcorn State.
In the nightcap, the Racers face Belmont at
Sp.m.
Contact
Martin
at
richard.martin@
murray:;tate.edu.

Derek Miller/111e New5

Junior lauren Buch covers first base In Murray State'sdouble·header against Evansville at Racer Field March 3.
The team Is2-9 1ntheir inauourat season and are preparing for the Racer Classic this weekend.
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and not just in any old capacity:

YOU'D BE A BOSS
That's right. A boss.

ISN'T THAT WHAT YOU CAME TO
COLLEGE FOR?
Well, isn't it?
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Murray State head football
coach Chris Hatcher will hold
walk-on tryouts on
March 17 at 4 p.m.
Interested Murray State students should
stop by the football office, 149 Stewart
Stadium, between February 15 and March 5
to sign up and fill out an application.
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National news, gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
'Lost Boys' actor Corey Balm dJes
Corey Haim, a
1980s teen heart·
throb whose career
was blighted by drug
abuse, has died. He
was3R.
Hahn died early
Wednesday at Prov·
idence St. Joseph
Medical Center in
Burbank. Los Angc·
lt.!S County coroner's
Lt.
Cheryl Corey Haim
MacWillie said.
An autopsy will determine cause of
death. There was no evidence of foul
play, police Sgt. Michael Kammer! said.
Haim, who gained attention for roles in
"Lucas" and "The Lost Boys," had flu-like
symptoms before he died and was getting
over-the-counter and prescription medications, police Sgt. William Mann said.
Haim was taken by ambulance to the
hospital from an apartment in Los Angeles.

Jorclic Ot'iken/The News

The cast of 'Worklno' rehearses In the Actor's Studio Theatre, located In Wilson Haii310B. The production runs at 7:30 p.m. Monday throuoh Thursday.
Judd to sing at equestrian games
Grammy Award-winner Wynonna
Judd has agreed to participate in the
opening ceremonies of the World Equestrian Games in Lexington, Ky., this fall.
A ~pokesperson for the games
announced Wednesday that th~.• Kentucky
native will perform her rendition of "My
Old Kentucky Home" during the event's
opening on Sept. 25ln a stadium expected
to hold about 30,000 spectators.
The international event features
human and equine athletes from eight
disciplines and will be held through Oct.
10 at the Kentucky Horse Park. It is the
first time the competition will be held
outside Europe.
,,
J. • v.
Juad lias sold more t an 0 m111ion
albums throughout her 25-ycar singing
career and has won five Grammy Awards.

De Nlro to play Lombardi in movie
Robert De Niro is
set to play Vince
Lombardi in an
upcoming movie.
ESPN announced
Tuesday that the
Academy Awardwinning actor has
agreed to play the
Hall of Fame coach
in the film it is
developing
with
Robert
Andcll
Entertain·
De
Niro
ment and the NFL.
"Lombardi" will
chronicle the years in which he trans·
formed the Green Bay Packers from the
NFL's worst team to league champions. It
is tentatively scheduled to be released in
2012 during the weekend between the
conference championship games and the
Super Bowl.
Screenwriter Eric Roth, who won an
Oscar for "Forrest Gump," has also signed
on to the project. De Niro's Tribeca Productions will join the producing group. A
director has yet to be chosen.
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Musical highlights working clasS.~tt~
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
Nc.xt week. in a small black theater in Wilson
Hall, the Murray State theater department will .
display the Jives of the common man in the
musical "Working."
Basca on the 1972 book by Studs Terkel,
"Working" is a musical about the working class
of America. Terkel interviewed hundreds of
people about their feelings toward their jobs,
whicll range from steel workers to hookers.
In 1978, Stephen Schwartz received permis·
sion to turn the book into a musical.
Angi Hanan, assistant professor of theater
and din•ctor of the production, said "W"rking"
differs from mainstream musicals, with its
reliance ''" monologues, soloists and unique
method of plot revelation.
"It's not traditional in the way it's set up,"
she said. "We segue from one person to another without the benefit of a real set structure, but
there is a common thread that binds them all,
which is wh)' they do what they do."
Though not a recently written musical, the
problems that the characters face nrc very
relatabll' to audience members today, Hanan
said.
"People are talking about a changing econo·
my. layoffs, putting their kids through college,"
she said. "Several of them also fantasize about
what it might be like if something happened
where they maybe didn't have to go to work
everyday. Which is, I think, fairly universal,
even for us who Jove our work."
Hanan, who has performed in the musical

twice, said "Working" provides a personal look
into the lives of the characters.
"It definitely lends itself to the space that we
have to work in," she said. "Being that it is such
an intimate show, being in such an intimate
space reminds us that we don't have to dust it
up with show glitter, but to keep it real and
honor the voices that are represented."
Hanan said she wanted to scale back the larger-than-life spectacle of traditional musical theater and focus on the characters themselves.
"I really wanted to go baclc. to wtiat's-esscntlaJ
in any story telling," she said, "which is the personal, individual motivation behind an action
and really spend some time getting acquainted
with that very ba.o;ic need for survival."
The key to finding this b;tsic need lies in the
music of''Working," Hanan said.
"Every time I hear this music, it seems so
basic, but i(s really so inspiring," she said. "I
feel that they were able to tap into something
really fundamental in all of us and that might be
because they base the lyrics on words that
came right from the interviews."
The musical showcases working parents and
their influence on their children's lives, something that often holds special importance to
college students, Hanan said.
"I think this show actually gives us a glimpse
into what motivates those unpopular decisions
(made by parents) and see the good place that
it comes 'from," she said.
Michael Martin, sophomore fr"m St. Louis,
Mo., plays Mike Dillard, an ironworker and
father of two children.
Dillard faces the challenges of a parent want·

ing more than a working-class life for his su~ 1
Martin said.
" ••,:~ •
Martin said while preparing for the show ~-ti..,::;
been fun, it has also been challenging.
:'=X~
"It's really hard playing a man's man, if you~~':
"'
not a man's man," he said. "I never did any irOn:•:""
working. At first, it was really harJ to conn~:::,
with this character."
::· :::
Martin said his favorite part of the show~:!:-.a
the song, "Ciearun' Women."
:•:•:-;..
"'It's aU the girls out OQ stage and Rebe.k.nt::.:
Davis reaDy sings t}UIOIJ8,• he said. "Th~(~
sound like the Hercules choir. I Jove watchi!$S ~
it and it sounds great."
~'Z.~
Martin urges people to attend the show for~-:~
chance to step into the often unnoticed lives:Qt:::
the workers of America.
.- :•:
"Jt opens your eyes up to how cverybo~:::.
thinks about their jobs as well as everyday life~:::4
things that people wouldn't even think abou1~:::
he said.
·:·:·:
"Working" provides people with the op~:'::'
tunity to reflect on their own lives by becollli9k: ,•'
a part of someone else's, Hanan said.
;·;;::
"I think we might recognize certainly son;~.;;:
thing about ourselves and the world that wil~l~~
live in and walk away with a deeper undfr~~~~
standing of the human condition because we !dfi"'_.
have to think about work at some point in ow_. l
Jives," she said.
•
"Working" will be performed at 7:30 p.m. •
Monday through Thursday in the Actor's Stu.. : 1
dio Theatre, Wilson Hall 310B. Admission is •
free with a Racercard.
.:!

. ..
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Contact Booth at jamic.booth@murraystatc. • : ,
cdu.

Johnson Theatre to receive new stage floor
Jamie Booth

DMX arrested In Arizona
Authorities in Arizona said rapper
DMX has been arrested for allegedly violating his probation by using drugs.
DMX, whose real name is E:trl Simmons, had served about half of his 11:!·
month supervised probation when he was
booked :-]'uesday night into the downtown
Phoenix jail.
The rapper was released from jail in
May after serving a 90-day sentence for
felony convictions including cruelty to
animals, theft and two drug counts.
Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio
said his deputies have arrested Simmons
five times now, including an August 2007
mid on the rapper's north Phoenix home
where they found 12 neglected dogs,
three burled dogs, drugs and a cache of
weapons.

Hudsou to sing 'One Shlnlng Moment•
jennifer Hudson will have her "One
Shining Moment."
The Grammy and Oscar winner will
perform the song that plays each year at
the end of the CBS broadcast of the
NCAA men's basketball championship
game.
The network said Tuesday that Hudson
will be the first woman to sing it. Teddy
Pendergrass and Luther Vandross have
performed previous renditions.
The tune by folk singer David Barrett
has been a March Madness staple since
1987, played over highlights of the tourna·
ment.

. ..

.

Staff writer
Murray State's Robert E. John·
son Theatre recently received a
gift that will lay a stwng foundation for tht~ future of theater: a
new stage.
DoMrs Jerry and Betsy Shroat,
Murray State alumni from Union.
Ky.. have been aiding the University since their graduation in 1963,
David Balthrop, chair of the
department of thc,tter, said.
Balthrop said their involvement
in the theater program started in
2002 after 11 visit to the University.
Jerry, a thc;lll'r buff and board
member of the Tony Award-win·
ning Cincinnati Playhouse in the
.Park, showed interest in being a
part of a campus production.
Jerry spent 10 days preparing
for and performing the role of the
professor in that year's theater
department production of "Our
Town," leaving him a lifelong
member and friend of the theater
department.
"When they decided to give
again to the University, they
decided to give to liS," Balthrop
said. "C'rhe gift) came in the form
of a new stage floor."
Stage floors typically last from
10 to IS years, Balthrop said, but
the Johnson Theatre stage floor
was build more than 30 years ago,

Courtney Cram/The Net.vs

Johnson Theatre will receive a new staoe this summer.
leaving it in horrible condition.
Aaron Krueger, junior from
Campbell Hall, N.Y.. said he
knows the dangers and annoyttncc
that come with performing on the
current stage.
"The flour is coming apart," he
said. "There arc pieces that arc not
even with the rest of the stage so
it's very easy to trip backstage
when walking to your wing to
enter. A new floor will allow a
safer, smoother surface."
The gift to the University also
includes a scholarship for one

incoming theater major each year.
The Betsy Reid and Jerry T.
Shroat Theatre Scholarship is now
the largest scholarship the theater
department gives in terms of monetary value, Balthrop said.
The first scholarship will be
awarded in the fall, Balthrop said,
with theater faculty deciding the
recipient from incoming freshman
applications.
Balthrop said the benefits of the
gift do not end with the ~tagc and
the scholarship, but positive ramifications will continue as the

..••.
.•.
...

Shroats become a closer parmer of
the department and University.
....
Balthrop said he plans to utilize !'the bond the Shroats have formed · ~ .
between the Murray State thearer ...
..,...
department and the Cincinnati . .. .
Playhouse in the Park.
•...
"We automatkall)'', I think, now ·!
have a great contact in the Cincin1
nati area for our students who go
there to live." Balthrop said. "To ··:
have Jerry and Betsy available to , ·
give helpful hints about living ~'
there or breaking into the business ::
there is a great asset."
•
• j
Without the generosity of the
Shroats. Johnson tfhcatre might :A
not have seen a nc\v stage for : •
many more years due to the down• • ~
turns in the economy, Balthrop : .,
said.
••
"(The stage is) a maintenance ·•
problem that's expensive and that
has just been laid off because of • '
the budget," he said. ult's been OQ I
the University radar for thre! • •
years. Unfortunately, it came 011 •
the radar right at the time the budget cuts starting going through,
right as the economy started going
down."
Work on the floor will begin the" ' :
week after graduation and tbe.,-:,
stage will be finished by mid-June :
for the arrival of the Governor's ·:
School for the Arts.
•• •

Contact Booth at jamic.bootb@
murraystatc.cdu.
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Video Game R e v i e w - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'Bad Company 2' brings 'ding' to 'boom'
Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes che video game
reviews.
Shooting people isn't usually my
thing.
Don't g\?t me wrong; borderline
sociopathic violence is very much
my thing. Usually though. I tend to
prefer my violence to involve
pointy things, maybe a little magic.
My dirty secret is that I just prefer other types of video games. I
specifically get roped in by role
playing games, by which l mean
games in which I kill a million monsters to get strong enough to kill a
million bigger monsters.
"Mass Effect" encouraged me to
play a third-person shooter by
drenching it in the familiar mechanics of an RPG. To hook me, a shooter has to use t:lements of the games
Photo courtesy of ign.com '
I enjoy playing.
Private Gloosnffr4ZO succumbs to his wounds. His dying plea of 'Dear God, don't let him teabag mel' falls on deaf ears.
"Battlefield: Bad Company 2"
does an excellent job of utilizing
but in teams of four.
rank increases. they gain access to
then there is a chance that all the
RPG mechanics while still remainFinally. there is ·•conquest" in
gear useable across all roles.
players in the squad will crash to
ing a first-person shooter.
which players are divided into two
This turns the game into a
the Xbox Dashboard when attemptThe game is the latest in a long
teams who fight over control points
metagame. Losing a round is no big
ing to connect to a game.
and must kill 50 members of the
deal because you're still gcttin~
line of ''Battlefield" titles. It is a
I've seen it, I've crashed to the
direct sequel to "Bad Company"
opposing team before the opposing
points. The metagame hooks
Dashboard three or four times in a
team registers 50 kills.
chumps like myself who love leveland features a single-player camrow before getting into a match.
paign that probably follows the
The RPG clements come into
ing up and getting new gear.
Connectivity issues aside, the
story of the first game. However,
play across all modes. Players may
So, yeah, the game is awesome...
game is fun. It's definitely worth
I've had "Bad Company 2" since the
choose one of four roles in any
when it works. The game has dediplaying. There are still problems.
day it came out and have yet to
match: Assault, Engineer, Medic
cated servers. meaning that EA has
but they're being hammered out
touch campaign mode.
and Recon. Each role has different
at least an entire server that only
and they aren't gamebreakers.
Online play is where the game
weapons and abilities. For instance,
handles traffic for "Bad Company
Except, you know, when they literreally shines. It says as much right
Assault players have heavier assault
2." In theory, this should lead to a
ally arc breaking the game.
on the front of the case. "Defining
rifles and can drop ammo pickups
more stable and smooth-running
All in all, the game is fun, and
Online ~arfare" is printed in small
for their teams, whereas Recon
game, as opposed to a game running
that's what matters. I've already
white letters above the title. The
spent more hours than I like to
players have sniper rifles and can
on a server that is also handling
soldiers and vehicles pictured all
call in mortar strikes.
other games by the same company.
admit immersed in the game.
Players earn points for specific
In practice, however, this has led
bave gamertags displayed above
"Battlefield: Bad Company 2" has
their heads. EA knows going in
actions, including registered kills,
to issues. On March 6, just four days
been rated M for mature for blood.
what you're buying the game for.
mode-specific actions such :lS
after the game came out, the servers
strong language and violence by the
Online multiplaycr is divided
destroying and M-COM stations in
died. Out of the blue, all connectivESRB. It is available for the PC,
a Rush match and role-specific
ity was gone. This meant that
into three categories of gameplay,
PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360.
'
or four if you pre-ordered the game
actions such as reviving a dead
nobody could play. If players were
Contact Arant at cody.aranr@
at Gamcstop. There is "Squad
teammate as a Medic. These points
mid-match they were booted to the
murraystatc.cdu.
Deathmatch'' in which four teams
are experience points for whichevmain menu and any unsaved
of four vie to be the first squad to
er role the player is using. Experiprogress was lost. As of writing, the
reach 50 kills.
ence points add up across all games
game is still displaying a message
There is "Rush" in which players
and unlock new weapons and capathat says there are connectivity
are divided into two teams. The
bilitics for the role.
issues. By Monday, play was back
attack~rs ~ust attempt to destroy
In a nutshell, the more the player
up, but disconnects arc still a disZero lives: Not worth a quarter
s~t ObJeCtives called M-COM staplays a certain way, the better they
tinct possibility.
in the arcade
ttons. ~he other. team.Jl.l~.tSt, dt:fepd ...u. get•-at it, through the acquisition·of L J.UI. There is also a bug that many
One life: About as muclt fun as an --1
theM-COM stations..
.
.
superior gear.
players have expericnced.lfplayers
invi'>ible wall
The bonus mode - wh1ch will
Also, separate of their role, all
are playing on Xbox Live and arc
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
unl<YclMor-play.ers who~ ~id~'tpre.J>layers have a rank which repreinvited to a match through the Live
weekend
_order.. after a month - •.s Squad
scots the total number of points
interface instead of through the.
Three lives: Your next addiction
Rush. It plays exactly like Rush,
they've acquired. As the player's
"Play with Friends" menu in-game,
Four lives: Game of the Year
1
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Easy

Sometimes you can
dig a show but not dig
the fandom that goes
along with it.
More often than not
it seems that the greatest shows attract the
craziest fan base. '
Fan fiction - that is.
fictione~] stories writCharlotte ten by fans, often simKyle
ilar to episodes or
Features Editor alternative looks at
previous adventures is what brings out the true wackjobs. : •
There are some talented and creative
people out there, sometimes writing sto:
rylines and epic adventures better tliaii
what's seen on television.
·
But a lot of it is just smut.
In fact, some of the worst comes when
written by ,;Supernatural" fans.
"Supernatural" stars Jared Padalecki
and Jensen Ackles as Sam and Dean Winchester, demon-fighting brothers
happen to send spirits to hell while lo~
ing delicious and making snarky rcmaits.
Padalecki and Aclcles have amaziog
chemistry, but some people read too
much into that.
In fact, "Wincest" is such a poputar
concept that typing it into Google
retrieves more than 75.000 results. I
don't recommend looking into it, so illst
take my word for it. Wincest, if it's not
entirely obvious, pairs Sam and Dean
together. Romantically.
In the fourth season episode "The
Monster at the End of the Book," the
Winchester brothers discover a comic
book series which documents their lives.
While surfing the Internet for information, the boys <iiscover the slash fanbase.
"They do know we are brothers,
right?" Dean asks Sam.
·
It doesn't seem to matter, Sam replies.
Dean sums it up best: "That's just sick.''
After this episod.e, the fourth waD · is
officially broken. Things get crazier
when, in season five, a fan character is
introduced who runs a Wincest Web site.
The show acknowledges the insanity
of its most obsessive and vocal fanbase.
The show's writing staff knows what fans
talk about, what they want and they
deliver it. Sort of.
I mean, there are questionably long
glances between the characters, or hugs
that go on for just a bit too long. At least,
that is how those fans see it.
l realize, of course, not every fan goes
down that route. There are the normal
fans who appreciate the exciting stories,
humorous banter and spooky lore.
And those fans who get off to the
Wincest? If that's what they're into, I
can't stop them. I just won't join them
anytime soon.
Check It Out Online: Just google "The
Ballad of Jensen and Jared." It's hilarious
and perfectly sums up the fandom in a 2minute song.
Set Your DVR: "Supernatural" airs
Thursday nights on The CW, but thanks
to syndication, you can enjoy the Winchesters Monday through Friday on
TNT.
Contact Kyle at charlottc.kylc@
murraystate.edu.
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In case you
missed it ...
TobyMac and Skillet performed
Sunday at the Regional Special
Events Center as part of the Awake
Tonight Tour, with 3,500 audience
members gathering to see their
favorite bands take the stage.
The News' photographer Derek
Miller was there to capture the
highlights.

TobyMac croons on stage during his set at Sunday's concert.
John Cooper of Skillet sings to the audience at Sunday's show.

Hention
Undergraduates
Increase your earning potential
and job opportunities.
Get a Ph.D.
Let us help.

McNair
Scholars
ram
$2
research stipend.
Money for grad school visits.
Undergraduate scholarship money.
GRE prep.
Much more.

Contact us about eligibility
requirements at:
mcnair@murraystate.edu
270-809-2951
Now accepting applications.
The MSU Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate khiewment Program is 81.2% funded by the
U.S. ~t of Education under grant #P217A090330 at $225,CXXl annually, and 18.8%
state funded at $52,CXXl arn.Jally.
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letter from the editor
I feel that this greeting should
begin the same way that The
Vagina Monologues does: ''I bet
you're worried."
Don't worry,
so were we.
I pitched the
idea for the
first
ever
Mur ray State
News sex section about a
year ago as I
interviewed for
the 2009-2010
Mia
Editor-in-Chief.
It has been on
Walters
Eclitor-in-Chief my mind ever
since, so I've
been worried
longer than you have, I assure
you.
We aren't trying to reinvent the
wheel with this section, just spice
up the variety of topics we are
presenting to our readers.
If you're anything like me, you
can only read about tuition

increases and board meetings for
so long before you want to learn
seppuku.
That said, let's all avoid spilled
guts and explore some topics that
may be under the radar in the
Bible Belt.
Take a look at page 3 for information on one of technology's
newest ways to entertain yourself
and/or go to prison: sexting.
For a first-person account of
what it is like to attend a sex toy
party, and images of the merchandise, check out page 4.
Page 5 takes you on an international tour of sex ideas and practices from around the world,
courtesy of a Durex study.
If you're looking for one of the
sexiest events on campus, look no
further than page 7 for an exploration of The Vagina Monologues.
Condoms anyone? For infon nation on the resources available at
Health Services, as well as some
results of the National College
Health Assessment, head over to

Brown Bag Party offers the funnest party in
town, whether you're the Host or
Party Consultant.
Your friends will love coming to your
parties, where the plastic wiggles and
jiggles, making everyone giggle.
Not sure what you want at the party?
Shop online at SassyPartyGirl.com!

page 8.
Reading the embarrassing stories of others can brighten your
day, even if it ruined theirs, so
make sure to read page 11 for 10
knee-slapping sex anecdotes.
And last, but certainly not least,
the page that without a doubt
dominated my life this week- page
12. The back cover is dripping
with statistics derived from
Murray State student sex surveys
that we collected over the last
month.
While I would have loved to
have surveyed all 10,030 Racer
students, the sample that we
reached is a seemingly accurate
microchosm.
Like I said, none of this is
gr ound-breaking, face-melting,
"WHAT IN T HE WORLD?!" kind
of information, but sex is something that should be discussed
and out in the open.
So, whatever revs your engine,
lights your frre, or locks your
chastity belt, I hope you enjoy.

Looking for the perfect college job?
Make your own hours, be your own boss,
earn 50% commission and have FUN!
Brown Bag Party Is now seeking
romance home party consultants in
your area. Start now and receive a $750.value
kit for only $99! Hurry! SALE ENDS 311511 0!

Text your e-mail to 270-366-1641 today for a
free, no-obligation Opportunity Packet.
18 & over only

Brown Bag Party by Kelly
Romance Specialist/National Recruiter
877-922-7123
toyboxdiva@ aol.com
.facebook.com/BrownBagPartybyKelly
SassyP(;lrtyGirl.cqrn
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SEXTually explicit:

'Sexting' gains popularity
among celebrities, teens

Anna Taylor
Staff writer
Some say ''text me." and others say ''sext me."
According to a nationwide survey by the
National Campaign to support Teen and
Unplanned Pregnancy, about 20 percent of teens
admit to participating in some form of "sexting."
Sexting is sending a sexually explicit text message or photograph with your cell phone.
If you are missing that special someone and are a
lengthy distance apart from them, through modern
technology, all you have to do to see each other is
send pictures from your Blackberry, iPhone or
other mobile device.
.
Sexting might seem like a cool, new way to flirt,
but it has been known to cause trouble with parents and police.
In 2009, six Pennsylvania high school students
faced child pornography charges after three
females sent nude or semi-nude photographs of
themselves to three males from their cell phones. A
teacher, who caught one of the three males using
his cell phone during class and confiscated it saw
one of the pictures. Investigation led the police to
the other photos.
"(Sexting is) very dangerous. Once it's on a cell
phone, that picture can be put on the Internet
where everyone in the world can get access to that

Photo courtesy of mgjack.files.wordpress.com

juvenile picture. You don't realize what you are
doing until it's already done," the police captain on
the case later said
Phillip Alpert, a Florida resident, became a registered sex offender after sending a nude photo of
his 16-year-old girlfriend to several people after an
argument. Alpert was 18 years old at the time and
said be regrets it.
"It was a stupid thing I did," Alpert said. "I was

Don' f feel pressured to hove sex. Never compromise YOUR values
to be u port of the crowd.'' If YOU don' t wont to hove sex; be honest, discuss the reasons behind your decision with your partner and
stay true to YOU.
Communication is the highest form of intimacy.
Shore your likes, dislikes, number of partners
ond whether you' ve been tested for STI
Use of Alcohol (and/or Drugs) and Sex is similar to
getting behind the wheel of o cor when drunkDangerous.
Protecting yourself from STI takes communication and
use of a condom or other barrier every lime a sex ad
(oral, vaginal or anal) is jmttn1rAn

Limiting the number of sex partners means limiting
the change of a sexually transmiHed infection. Most
Murray State students (79.8%) had 1 or no sex
· partners within the last school year.
Notional College Heolth Assessment · co~ducted on the MurrayState campus Spring 2008 . N•771
.....
"
...
' ..

upset and tired and it was the middle of the night
and I was an immature kid."
Along with Alpert, child rapists and molesters
are on the Florida sex offender list. This brings up
the question ''is sexting child pornography?"
Alpert's attorney, Larry White, agreed registering Alpert as a sex offender was not like the usual
·
cases.
"Sexting is treated as child pornography in
almost every state," White said. "It catches teens
completely off guard because this is a fairly natural and normal thing for them to do. It is surprising
for us as parents, but for teens it is part of their culture."
Just three years ago, explicit photos of "High
School Musical" actress Vanessa Hudgens were
leaked online.
The actress took the photos intentionally to send
only to her boyfriend.
Hudgens .said she regretted taking the photographs, and later apologized, but had a second
series of photos leaked in 2009.
MSNBC's "Wonderwall" entertainment blog created a list of the top five celebrity sexters. Hudgens
was listed as number five with Jon Gosselin right in
front of her at number four.
Other celebrities on the list included Chris
Brown, Carrie Prejean and Tiger Woods, who was
listed as number one.
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101:
An account of a passion party virgin's big night

Crystal Akers

Assistant News Editor
Passion parties have always been
an enigma peaking my curiosity, but
I have never built up the courage to
attend one. After all, so many people
have strange ideas
about these gatherings, such as women
sitting around naked
testing toys, and it
has made me somewhat leery.
But now, I've decided I'm ready to infiltrate the fun party
Crystal
and learn all about
Akers
its inner workings.
It's going to be a personal journey.
I'm going to be the Hunter S.
Thompson of fun party reporting.
I've got fear, I've got loathing. I'm
pumped! I'm excited!
I'm nervous. What the hell am I
doing? Axe they going to cloak and
blindfold me? Do I need a safe word?
Is this like "Eves Wide Shut"?
After my two friends pick me up
and laugh at my neurosis, we arrive ·
fashionably late. I find the whole
setup remarkably unassuming. It
looks like a Victoria's Secret lotion
counter in somconc's living room.
This puts me a little more at ease.
We are then handed tiny penis
pencil toppers. Aw, how cute. Party
favors! Next, we play an icebreaker
game. As a personal rule I usually
Items like the ones pictured above areavailable fore sale at Pure Romance passion parties.
hate these. \Ve replace a hated chore
with the word ''sex," resulting in my
to act like Beavis or Butthead. One
Am~ingly enough, we all smell difintroduction of "Hi, I'm Crystal, and
of the lubricants tastes exactly like
ferently. Next. we apply a powdery
I hate sex because it's yucky and it
strawberry cheesecake. One friend
product onto the backs of our hands
pisses me off." Ok, this is fun.
professes she has consumed more
to demonstrate its subtle shimmer.
So, now that we've lightened up a
lube in one night than in her entire
·~d it's edible too!" Spinda informs
bit, our Pure Romance consultant,
life. My other friend is contentedly
us. We begin licking our hands like a
Shanna Spinda, gets down to busilapping up the last of hers and wonbunch of kittens. "Mmm, it tastes
ness. First up is a product called
dering aloud if we can have seconds.
like hopes and dreams," one of my
"Coochy." (These products have
So now that we are all hopped up
friends says wistfully.
some of the most creative and hilaron lube, it's time to bring out the fun
After a few more toiletry-type
ious names. You really need to get a
stuff. - yes, the toys. No one got
products, we progress into slightlycatalog.) Anyhow. it's simply a shave
naked and no one demonstrated
uncomfortable zone, except we're
cream we rub into our hands to test,
anything. We did pass them around,
not so uncomfortable because, as
sans shaving of course. We continue . ~·ve now deduced, the tame prodhowever. One, called Thumbs Up,
on to some pheromone boosters. I
looks uncannily similar to the Curris
ucts go first to ease people into the
wonder if this is where things get
Center wooden sculptures. except
process. No double entendre intendout of hand?
it's pink. Spinda impaled a men's
ed there, I swear.
No, this is like a science experipersonal pleasure assistant on our
We begin sampling lubricants.
ment! The pheromone spray reacts
fmgers so we could see what it feels
Spinda instructs us to make, for lack
to your body chemistry, so we all
like at one point. "I feel kind of dirty
of a better term. vajayjays with our
apply some to our pulse points.
now," I said.
fists to demonstrate the effectiveTime to sniff your neighbor!
If a party-goer wants to purchase
ness of the product. I ·fight the urge

Cryst.ll Akers!The News

anything at the end of the presentation, she is taken into a private room,
as is required per Pure Romance
guidelines.
Overall, it was an immensely
enjoyable and entertaining gathering, and I now consider myself a fun
party proponent. I never felt uncomfortable, although I could see where
some people might. One friend
booked a party for May, so I'm anticipating more Pure Romance party
shenanigans.
If interested, you can book a party
or order products from Spinda by
contacting her at 330-701-1788 or
shannaspinda@pureromance.com.
You can also visit her personal Pure
Romance Web site at sbannaspinda.
pureromance.com.
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Health Services offers condoms, SID tests
Meredith Freeland

Staff writer

The era of free love
may have ended long ago,
but it is no secret that college campuses see a fair
share of sexual healing.
Students can use the
University's
Health
Services to ensure sex
does not come at the cost
of their well-being.
"There is no such thing
as safe· sex," Judy Lyle,
director
of
Health
Services said. "There is
only safer sex."
Condoms, second only
to abstinence, make up
the easiest and most cost
efficient form of protection, Lyle said. Health
Services provide condoms to students free of
~ charge. Students may
~ stop in the front lobby
--~
d take bags. which hold

I!::====...

~=::::::P'

10 to 15 condoms.
Condoms help protect
students from sexually
transmitted diseases such
as chlamydia, which is the
number one bacterial disease on college campuses,
Human
Lyle
said.
Papalloma Virus and genital warts make up the
most common viral diseases on college campuses.
Health Services provides confidential STI
testing to anyone with
symptoms of an STI.
Tests for bacterial STI's
are free and confidential.
H a student is showing
physical symptoms of an
infection, viral swabs can
be taken and sent to the
Kentucky state lab for
testing.
Last year nearly 80 percent of students on campus had one or no sex
partner within a school

year, according to the
National College Health
Assessment. Also, of
eight viral tests for herpes administered, four
were positive.
Out of 278 genprobes
(which test for both
chlamydia and gonorrhea), one came back positive for gonorrhea and
nine were positive for
chlamydia, according to
theNCHA.
The chance of contracting an STI increases
depending on how many
sexual partners an individual has had.
"Many people think
that monogamy is being
with one person during a
relationship," Lyle said.
"But when you move on
to a different relationship,
that's another person
you've been with. People
need to get checked in
between relationships."

Along with getting a
check up .in between relationships, a huge factor in
making sure a person's
health is not jeopardized
is effective communication, Lyle said.
"Know the person that
you're sleeping with
understand what that person wants out of the relationship," she said. "Also,
understand what you are
comfortable with and
what you're not willing to
do."
·
Lyle said alcohol contributes to lowering a person's inhibitions when it
comes to sexual boundaries. She said drinking
and having sex is similar
to drinking before driving.
"The two just do not
mix," she said.
Health Services can be
reached by calling 8093809.

UNIQUE MEXICAN FOOD • CAJUN SPE<:;IALS
DELI SANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
BEST SALADS IN TOWN
BURGERS & FRIES • GREAT DESSERTS

••••••••••••••
FULL BAR
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 P.M.
PABST BLUE RIBBON $1 MON.-WED .

••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS • NON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR MEETINGS/PARTIES
EXPANDED DECK • CORNHOLE

Corner of lOth & Arcadia • 270-759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM
I •
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Hoagies

Specialty Pizzas

Wings

Steak U Cheese
HamS Cheese
ltaUan Combo
VeggieMelt
Mushroom Melt Steak
Pizza Steak
GriDed Chicken Breast
Chicken Ranch
BBQ Bacon Steak

Snapperoni
Veggie
Meat Topper
Supreme
Hawaiian
Loaded Potato
Ranch Pizza
Chicken Ranch
Spicy Chicken Ranch
Bu&alo GriUed Chicken
BBQChicken
The Sampler

BigWmgs
Boneless Wmgs

The Beast
equals 3 large pizzas!

~~e
'

\t- Snappy

Salads
GriDed Chicken
Salad
Crispy Chicken
Salad
Antipasto Salad

ORDER ONLINE!
delivery or take out
snappytomato.com

••

1.0:45 a.m. • 9 p.m.

Everyday

1

l'

Snappy

Next to August Moon

.T 0111ato

For carryoat 8
delivery, call

Pizza

FreeWiFi

Z70•76~·(SNAP)
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Hot
w
ax,
wannabe caP.talns

and other sexual mishaps:
Your embarrassing stories _ _
lordie Oetken/The News

Pink Surprise

.

My girlfriend and I decided to go to a
sex shop to get some new toys to
spice thing up in the bedroom. After
browsing through a wide array of
plastic and rubber objects that would
make a prostitute blush, she picked
one she liked. Once we got to the
counter to pay, we heard the bell ring
to signal that someone had just
walked through the front door. We
turned around to see her dad standing
there staring at us in a moment of
mutual shock. There we were paying
for a pink dildo and in walks her
father to see us. There has never been
a more awkward moment in history.
He didn't speak to us; he just turned
right back around and headed for his
car. We all just act like that incident
never happened. Every time I see him
now, I want to run for cover.

O~Mama

I had been dating this guy for a couple
of months and I really liked him. We
finally decided to have sex one night,
and I was so excited it was finally
going to happen. Once we started
going at it, he started calling me
"Mama." He would say, "Oh yeah,
does Mama like that?" and "That feels
good for Mama." It really freaked me
out, but since it was our first time
together, I just ignored what he was
saying and tried to focus on something else. That is, until he started
demanding I call him "Daddy." We
never had sex again after that. When I
see him on campus, I can't even look
at him.

Was it (regrettable) for you?
I was working at a restaurant one
summer as a server. One of the guys at
work was cute and we would flirt
sometimes. Summer was ending, and
I knew I would have to go back to
school, so I thought I would invite
•• • pjm, over to my parent's house one

night when my parents were out of neither one of us put on a perfor- gling in the door so I turned my head
town while I still had the chance. We mance that was worthy of remem- to see my boyfriend, his parents and
watched a movie and ended up in the brance. We were both embarrassed, his younger sister standing in the
bedroom having sex. I thought it was and I vowed at that very moment to doorway with a look of sheer horror
amazing, but as soon as we were fin- cut back on casual sex.
on their faces. Apparently, they had
ished, he rolled over said, "Have you
also decided to pay my boyfriend a
ever done something then immediatesurprise visit on his birthday. I am
ly regretted it? Because that's how I
· humiliated and my boyfriend's family
feel right now." I couldn't believe it. I Who's your daddy?
has been traumatized by t~t incident.
never went back to work at that I finally got to have sex with this hot
restaurant, and I felt like a cheap girl from work I had been eyeing for
hooker for weeks after.
months. It was awesome, just like I
knew it would be, and I loved every That's hot... A little too hot
minute of it. Well, until we started One night my girlfriend was feeling a
cuddling after we were finished and little wild and wanted to try someshe buried her head in my bare chest thing new during sex. She suggested
Sizeable Mistake
I gave this guy I met at a party my and said, "You smell like my dad." I pouring hot wax onto my chest during
phone number one night, and I was so was so freaked out by what she said I foreplay. I was up for it because it
excited when he actually called me. I made an excuse to leave, and I don't always looked hot when people on
invited him over to watch a movie at t~ to her much anymore.
television did it. Well, it was hot.
'my apartment so we could get a
Boiling lava hot. The wax was so hot
chance to hang out. Halfway into the
that it scalded my chest, so I threw my
girlfriend off of me and ran into the
movie, we starte<! making out and
bathroom to splash some cold water
everything was going great. He Think Again
unzipped his pants and asked me if I I was dating this guy and we hadn't onto my burning skin. The cold water
wanted to give him oral sex. Honestly, slept together yet. One night we were hardened the wax and it stuck in my
I hate doing that and I didn't like him fooling around and he started taking chest hair and to other unmentionwell enough to put the extra effort in off my pants. He started acting like he able places. I spent the next hour sitat this point, so I told him no. His was going to give me oral sex so I was ting in the bathroom picking out hardresponse: "But I thought big girls ready for it when suddenly he raised ened pieces of wax from parts of my
his head up with a disgusted expres- body where one should never have
liked doing that?" Jerk.
sion and said, "rm sorry, I just can't." wax. We never try new stuff now.
That was probably the single most
embarrassing moment of my life. To
Don't I know you?
add to it, I recently found out that
After drinking with some friends, we same guy is openly homosexual now,
headed to a party. I started dancing so that doesn't help my self-esteem Oh Cap~ my Captain
I was having sex for the first time with
with this guy and after a while, I any.
this guy I had been seeing for a couple
began to realize he looked familiar,
but I couldn't place him. After we
of weeks. The foreplay had been hot
danced for a bit, I suggested we go
and heavy, so I knew the sex was
outside to get some air. We started Meet the Parents
going to be amazing. Once we started
talking and he told me 1 looked really It was my boyfriend's birthday, so I getting busy, we both got really into it
familiar to him but we still couldn't wanted to do something special for when suddenly he said, "Call me capdecide where we had seen each other him. I let myself into his apartment tain." I acted like I didn't hear him,
before. We started asking each other that night while he was at work, lit and he said it again in a louder voice.
about possible classes we had b~en in candles and threw rose pedals all over I refused to say it because I felt weird
together, or events we had possibly the living room floor. Once it was get- about it, but he kept demanding that I
attended at the same time. Finally, he ting close to the time he normally call him captain. After that night, I
snapped his fingers and said, "I comes home, I got naked and posi- told my girlfriends about the strange
remember now! I slept with you!" As tioned myself in a very, um, provoca- sex he and I had. They thought it was
soon as he said it, I realized who he tive manner so that he would immedi- hilarious. Now, whenever they see
was. We had met at a party sometime ately see me when he walked through him they yell. "Captain!"
last year and hooked up. Apparently, t~~ , fro~t 9oor. I heard his. k~y~ jin-

